
KAOHSIUNG / TAINAN / CHIAYI + ALISHAN
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Kaohsiung Midtown Richardson Hotel or Yoshi Hotel or similar class x2 Nights

    or similar class      x2 Nights4 Breakfast / 2 Lunch / 2 Dinner

 Turkey Chicken Rice
 Taiwanese Cuisine
 Alishan Cuisine
 Takoa 1972

SCHEDULE

KW2 (Kaohsiung Port Warehouse No 2) - utilizing the simple spatial 
elements of the warehouse, created a waterfront living space dedicated to the 
creation, dining and exhibition of Kaohsiung Port. A new experience in 
Kaohsiung Harborside Life, combining the leisure tourism, cultural creation 
exhibition, dining and dining, and the beautiful port of Kaohsiung.

Taroko Suzuka Circuit Park - a complex shopping mall that combines 
shopping, sports, parenting, dining, cultural creation, leisure and vacation. The 
most eye-catching focus: Suzuki Circuit Park is the only overseas-licensed 
paradise for the Japanese Suzuka Circuit. It allows people to experience the 
driving pleasure of self-control. It introduces a variety of recreational rides and 
can experience the racing of kart driving at its own expense.

Great Habour Bridge - the first horizontal revolving landscape bridge in 
Taiwan, and the longest cross-port revolving bridge in Asia, can be completed 
horizontally in three minutes, and the bridge can be used for people and 
bicycles.

Alishan National Scenic Area - Alishan has a very rich forest resources, 
of which the primeval forest of eucalyptus is the most precious. Affected by the 
height, the distribution of Alishan plants is tropical, warm, temperate and cold. 
Attractions such as Sisters are certainly not to be missed. You can also take a 
small train to watch the Alishan Sunrise and Zhushan Guanri is the best day 
view.

Hinoki Village - a village made of twenty-eight renovated wooden historic 
buildings at the intersection of Linsen East Road and Gonghe Road in Chiayi 
almost certainly catches the eye of passersby. The houses were originally 
dormitories for officials who were involved in developing the logging industry at 
Alishan during the time of the Japanese Occupation.

GuoHua Food Street - a street of authentic snacks in Tainan, recommended 
food: Fushenghao Wan Kueh, Qiujia Small Roll Rice Noodles, Yejia Small Roll 
Rice Noodles, delicious braised Tuyu Soup, Fried Chicken Yangxing, Asong 
Kuaibao, etc.

Tai Jiang National Park Visitor Center (White House) - IG's popular 
check-in point, the only water stilt house in Taiwan, has a charming foreign 
resort style, and the Internet recommends one of the must-see attractions in 
Tainan.

Hayashi Department Store - IG's popular check-in point, the second in 
Taiwan, the first in Tainan, and the only department store in Taiwan with a 
shrine. At that time, the five-story Lin Department Store was the tallest building 
in Tainan, so it was also called (five-story building).
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